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Dear Friends,

Syria is centre-stage!  The world is outraged 
that chemical weapons have been used to kill 
over a thousand people; many of them 
children. Everyone is talking… Should we...  
• Do nothing?
• Do regime-change - ‘lose’ President Assad?
• Hit him hard - once - to show our concern?

The best brains can’t work out what to do.  Parliament chose Option 1 
because we aren’t 100% sure who-did-what… and Option 3 (favoured by 
the Americans), may make things worse - a bit like poking a stick into a 
wasps nest!  America feels doing nothing carries bigger risks.
Once you start down the road of letting regimes do evil… So America (& 
France perhaps) may administer the punishment they feel Syria needs.
The leaders on all sides sound confident, but no one REALLY knows 
whether Options 1 or 3 are best.  [Russia won’t allow Option 2.]

Nothing is easy. To help the rebels fight their cruel rulers sounds right.  
But no one is entirely innocent.  Their hard-line Islamic policies also create 
suffering for innocents.  The Archbishop of Canterbury spoke to a church 
leader in Syria this week to learn of Christians harshly persecuted by them.
Their equivalents in Egypt (the Muslim Brotherhood), were harsh when 
they gained power, and have had to be removed.  That is not to condone 
what’s happened to the rebels in Syria. But they too cause suffering for 
those who don’t toe their line.

The issue this conflict brings to the surface is who will deliver justice.  
An unbelieving world wrings its hands because it thinks there’ll be no 
justice unless we make it happen.  But Christians have Option 4.  Pray.  
This is not an excuse for inaction.  WE know there is God in this universe… 
and justice (and mercy) starts with him.  So we pray. 
And not just for Cameron/Obama et al.  Pray for Assad. 
God can bring change. And he has more options than we have. Mike Reith
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Welcome Adrian & Pippa
Adrian and Pippa are joining our staff team 
as a great answer to our prayer for a youth 
worker AND a Cornhill student-apprentice!

Adrian’s 25, and has worked as an ‘Design 
Ergonomist’ - which is someone who tests 
furniture!  Sitting around all day is good 
preparation to be a Cornhill student... and,
who knows, maybe a vicar one day!
Adrian’s from Knebworth (near Stevenage) and he studied at Brunel Uni.
In a year before uni he worked with London City Mission and he’s loved 
evangelism in London ever since.  He’s also been involved in a church 
plant for the last 2 years.  Adrian’s also a keen photographer & knows a 
thing or two about computers and websites! He’s quite nice… for a Geek!

Pippa?  Well she also comes from a Christian family from Northern Ireland.
Her dad’s a Baptist minister.  After school she went to Scotland to get a 
Diploma in Music Education.  She can sing, play the piano and the flute... 
and with her other hand read lots of books (which she loves to do).
Her natural habitat is a coffee shop!  She is a trained Barista - so it’s safe 
to get her to make you a coffee; and risky the other way round!
She left Scotland to study at Oak Hill, and has just finished a Youth and 
Children’s Ministry degree there.  So she’ll be our next youth worker.

They’ll be marrying each other on 18th October in Northern Ireland, and 
then off to New York for a holiday!  Initially Adrian will live at the Vicarage 
as other Cornhill students have before him.  But it’s wonderful he’ll soon 
have another home because otherwise, once the church plant happens, he 
wouldn’t have a bed!  It’s a mark of God’s goodness that he brought us a 
couple who’ll share one accommodation this year.  Pippa’s settling into 47 
Exeter Road, which is where Adrian will join her soon.

You can imagine how starting a new job, living in a new home…. AND 
getting married is a LOT of adjusting for them to do.  So this is our big 
opportunity to support them, encourage them, and really welcome them 
into our family.  Please go out of your way to let them know you’re glad 
they’re here.  Pray lots for them.  They’ll both work with our secondary 
school children; Adrian at the older end.  
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They might just say ‘yes’!
We might feel a bit hesitant if we ask a person to come with us to a 
Christian event.  Hearing another ‘no’ can be discouraging.  

But there are lots of reasons why people may not want to come to 
Christian events.  The event itself may not be their cup of tea.  
And being plunged into an evening where they meet lots of others, may 
not be attractive.  Whereas they might like to spend time with just us.

So let’s try something new this term.  Let’s invite our friends to spend 
time with us… to look at a bit of the Bible to see if it makes sense!

There are a couple of really great ‘new arrivals’ to help us to do this.

Start with a free gift!  Just offer your friend a copy of 
Luke’s gospel.  It’s small.  But it does a WHOLE lot more 
than you think.  Smart phone users (and there are many 
posers who are), love the way you can ‘ping’ in a QR code 
and hey presto - there’s a really cool video to watch!  For 
those without the technology, the website next to the QR 
code gives them the same experience.  And it gives them 
a doorway into the experts who’ll help with the hard 
questions.  It’s a great gift at the cost of £4 to you.

Inviting someone to study a bit of Luke with you is a lot 
easier than you think. This little book has everything 
you need.  It gives you just the verses you’ll be studying  
(so no need for big Bible!).  It gives you an interesting 
paragraph of info to get you going.  Then it gives you 
questions to chat about.  You don’t need training, you 
don’t need a leader… just you and your friend having a 
really interesting conversation.  The book costs £3.

To get both is £7 (£14 if you want one for yourself too).

The suggestion is you bring £14 to our Prayer Meeting in church on 
“9/11” - 11th Sept - at 8pm.  We’ll introduce you to the resources and 
give you more of a feel on how to use them.  
Importantly, we’ll pray for our friends - that they might say ‘yes’!
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Rico Tice is perhaps one of the best bible teachers to 
encourage Christians to talk about Jesus.  He started 
‘Christianity Explored’, and knows how to explain 
things simply, with great humour, and in a way that 
hits the heart.  So unlike a lot of speakers, he sends 
us home WANTING to serve our friends.

He’s coming to Chelmsford Baptist Church on Saturday 19th October (day 
starts at 9:30 am and ends at 4 pm).  Cost £17 (if booked before 3rd Oct).

This is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED for everyone, and we have put a sign-up 
list on the table in the foyer.  We need you to sign by 29th September.
Lifts will be available for those who need transport.
If the price is too much, have a quiet word in Mike or Kieran’s ear.

This event is for all the churches in our diocese… and even the bishop is 
coming!
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  Contact us...

        Vicar
     Mike reith 
  020 8215 2962
  07595 303023

 mikereith@me.com

Smartphone/iPad?
DPC website

DPC Facebook 
website

Coming 
soon!
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